
Picture Comprehension Texts and Sentence Structure

AT HOME
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What can you see in the picture? List ten words.

Play 'I Spy' - I spy with my little eye something beginning with 'B'.

Colour the picture. 

Introduction:

Who do you think is in the picture and where is he?

Examples: A friend, an older or younger brother, a cousin. 

At home, in his bedroom, in the study, at his grandmother's house. 
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Now, look at these words. 

study (n) / blocks / truck / flowers / vase / clock / boy / desk / handles / ball

How many different words do you have on your list? _____

Write five sentences using 'a', 'an', 'some', and 'the'.

For example, Some flowers are in the vase.

Can you find a PEN hiding in the picture?
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This is Tom. Tom is ten years old. Tom is at home. He is in the study.

Tom's cat, Lolly, is at home too. Tom loves Lolly and Lolly loves Tom. 

Tom and Lolly are playing in the study. The toys are on the floor.

There are two balls. The yellow ball is big and the green ball is little.

There are two trucks. The grey truck is behind the horse and the

blue truck is next to the blocks.

The pink rabbit is on the shelf and the brown horse is on the floor.

The purple lamp is on the desk and the red flowers are in the vase.

There are five books on the shelf and one airplane on the floor.

The room is a mess. Tom's mum is coming home soon. Tom and Lolly

need to tidy the study.

New and Review words:

study (n) __________

too __________

truck __________

behind __________

blocks __________

shelf __________

vase __________

mess __________

soon __________

need __________

tidy __________
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 Is Tom at home?               ____________

Is Lolly a dog?                    ____________

Is one of the trucks grey? ____________

Is the horse on the shelf? ____________

Is Tom's mum at home?     ____________

Yes / No Questions

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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Adjectives: beautiful - old - new - soft - hard - cheap - heavy - light - empty 

 full - good - bad - happy - sad - short - round - square - wooden - plastic 

Use some of the adjectives to write phrases and describe the things in

the study.

For example, A round ball. A wooden truck. 
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How old is Tom? ____________________________________

Where is Tom? _____________________________________

What colour is the big ball? ____________________________

How many books are on the shelf? _______________________

When is Mum coming home? ____________________________

Do you remember?

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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